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present by present _ Silver-plated sticker _ Variable installation _ 2017 



present by present  
PET silver film, bobbin, Silver thread, Gold thread, Remnant 
Wedding Invitations _ 2017 



Argent Boundary _  
PET silver film _ Variable installation _ 2017 



Argent Boundary _ PET silver film _ Variable installation _ 2017 
 





Artist’s Studio  



Drawings for purchasing furniture(2014)  
But now drawing for work installation(2016) 

Dear. Life _ detail   



Dear. Life _ Tracing paper _ Actual house size (9m x 6m) _ 2016 



Suncatcher _ Stained glass, Old frame _ Variable installation _ 2016 
 



Greeting _  
Door bell, Wedding Gift, Remnant Wedding Invitations, 
Exhibition postcard, Sea photo _ Variable installation _2016 
 



Work, Hobby and Wokr_  
apron, woolen yarn, Rattan basket _ Variable installation _ 2016 



How to reach the sky _ Fomax, Photography, Climbing Equipment _ 
Variable installation _ 2016 

 



Home sweet home_  
Mirror, Drawing, Photo, Old Work Object  _  
Variable installation _ 2016 



How to see the sky in the life  
_ Exhibition postcard _ 11 x 17 (cm) _ 2016  





What I can do now 
Business Cards, Wedding Invitations, Cement _ 180 x 180 x 16 (cm) _ 2015  



   
Time at home, Time go out  _ air freshener _ Variable installation_ Installed on the gallery wall (8m)  _ 2015 
  
 What I can do now _ Business Cards, Wedding Invitations, Cement _ 180 x 180 x 16 (cm) _ 2015  
 



  Time at home, Time go out  _ air freshener _ Variable installation_ Installed on the gallery wall (8m)  _ 2015 

 

The learning center, which is an exhibition space, also functions as a library where students can study. There is a cone shape of air 

freshener on the physical boundary that has the function of a crime to keep the intruder from coming in. the object placed on the border 

has its own reasons for not being able to belong to anywhere, though it is located in an uneasy position that cannot belong to both 

inside and outside. 

 



 

The conclusion is to live well 

 I am focusing on the work of positive aspects of the emotions. Sometimes I encourage myself directly, or sometimes I 

braced myself about mind and attitude of life, all of these works are based on the mind that pledges myself to ‘live well’ 

 

Everything naturally flows here. I am still not that mature to discuss about living, but I have been worried and wanted to 

talk about the balance of life and wanted to talk about the balance of life that I felt in the time I was working. ‘living well’ 

means it is harmonious to me. It would be a day of life that is now alive and well, centered around naturally, without the 

usual things surrounding it being shifted to one side. 



More delicate and careful_ piece of used clothes and Knitting, Weaving, Thread, nylon thread, picture frame, wooden object, 
drawing _ Variable installation _ 2016  



More delicate and careful_ Detail 



installation view 



installation view 



 

The first work started with this question ‘Can the memory be weaved?’ I wanted to find out the meaning of living in the 

present and revealing the past. I was not sure what revealing subjective memory collections and their memories, drawing 

objective and universal memories, and visualizing various links such as watching, hearing, and body senses mean. What 

I believe is personal memory is connected by social and cultural contexts and creates a common memory of this society. 

The process of memory formation with attitudes and attempts to look with scientific point of view rather than relying on 

subjective experiences and senses is the positive result that I have achieved in this work. 

.  

 



Memory, Time, Density  _Yarn, photographs, notes, drawings, wooden structures _ Variable installation _ 2014 





Memory, Time, Density _ Detail 



There is no time to be completely abandoned. The time given to us would not forsake us. Everything in the world never 

disappears as it is.  

  

The process of work is as follows 

  

1. I make a good decision to try again with using the remaining unfinished or byproducts after work.  

2. All of them are precious and valuable.  

3. The work process is to burn, renew, and reborn 

4. I want to project myself by revealing things that are old and not beautiful to watch, so I can find a better life and a 

new life. 

 



 

There is nothing that left alone _ Mindscape  
Ceramic, wood, old carpet, old frame _ variable installation _ 2014 



Mindscape _ Ceramic, old picture frames, old furniture, Matika _ variable installation _ 2014 



So many ways to begin, Mindscape _ Ceramic, old carpet, old photo frame _ variable installation _ 2014 



When words are not enough _ Cloth, photos, sound _ 00:01:02 _ variable installation _ 2014 
 



When words are not enough _ Cloth, photos, sound _ 00:01:02 _ variable installation _ 2014 
 



For me, work is the process of finding something like comfort, rest, happiness, which is ultimately required in life. It may 

be a performance for myself that I want to be solid, or it may be a touch to someone. 

  

One day, I suddenly thought “what if I do not work and want to live another life?” Nowadays, as I enter to thirties which 

is not small or big number, I ask myself that I am a useful person or what I do is a production action. Maybe all of us are 

living with the possibility of a new beginning? What about we are living with flexible attitude with all the possibilities.  

 



So many ways to begin _ C-print _ 40 x 60 cm _ 2014 



So many ways to begin _ C-print, rolled old clothes _ Variable installation _ 2014 



So many ways to begin  
C-print, rolled old clothes _ Variable installation 
_ 2014 
 



Build and built _ Piece of used clothes and Weaving _ Variable installation _ 2014 



Untitled (Balancing) _  C-print _ 40 x 45 cm (each) _ 2014 



It is the installation work that uses the old fashioned or shabby old clothes as the main things. We edit and combine old 

clothes which have our traces to make threads, and we hook up every single stitch to complete the knitting, and we 

display and cover the space.  

  

The crossing movement of knitting and the entanglement of threads are the act of weaving together to live together with 

other people, inside and outside, real and ideal, coexisting in the world. The different colors that the fabric itself has, 

such as different colors, naturally entangled and settled to complete the present.  

  

Facing reality and acknowledging reality can be the beginning of healing. I wish that we can look at ourselves there and 

find hope.  

  

 



Covered _ C-Print _ 40x60cm _ 2011 



Covered _  Piece of used clothes and Knitting , C-Print _ Variable installation 6m x 6m _ 2011  



Everything that was suffered _ Drawing on photo_ 21 x 29.7 cm_2012 (each) 



Everything that was suffered _ C-print _ 90x60 cm _ 2013 



Everything that was suffered _ Drawing on photo 18.7x28cm _ 2013 Everything that was suffered _ Drawing on photo 
_ 18.7x19.7cm _ 2013 





Sustainable living _ Waste banner _ 9m _ 2014 



Sustainable living _ Waste banner _ 9m _ 2014 





Letter project – Thanks a lot _  
Directory, postcards, MDF, Piece of used clothes and Knitting , Single-channel video _ variable installation _ 2011 



Letter project -It is cliché but it is true _ Single-channel video _ 00:03:35 _ 2011 



Letters from the audience of the project 



It is cliché but it is true _ C-Print _ 60x40cm _ 2011 



It is cliché but it is true _ Piece of used clothes and Knitting _ variable installation _ 2011 



It is cliché but it is true _ Piece of used clothes and Knitting _ variable installation _ 2011 



It is cliché but it is true _ Piece of used clothes and Knitting _ variable installation _ 2011 





 Me & You. Making You  _ Angora yarn, chair, single channel video _ variable installation _ 2010 



Making you _ single channel video _ 00:12:07 _ 2010 



You are not alone _ Piece of used clothes and Knitting _ variable installation _ 2010 



You are not alone _  
Piece of used clothes and Knitting _ variable installation _ 2010 





Take care of yourself _ 
 Acrylic Cutting, Pouches _ Variable Installation _ 2009 



It's okay Pills_ Acrylic processing, non-foaming urethane 25x10x10cm_ 2010 

Cheer you up _ Acrylic processing, non-foaming urethane 25x10x10cm(each) _ 2010 



It's okay projects_ Directory, non-foaming urethane , C-print _ Variable Installation _ 2010~11 



It's okay projects_ Directory, non-foaming urethane , C-print _ Variable Installation _ 2010~11 



E-mail from the audience of the project 


